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Abstract: In this paper, motor torque control methods are proposed to suppress the 

vibration of a dual-motor hybrid powertrain during start-stop operation. Firstly, a co-

simulation ADAMS and MATLAB/SIMULINK model is built to study the dynamic 

characteristics of the hybrid vehicle during modes switching process. Secondly, a 

torque compensation control method of electric motors is established to compensate 

the vibration energy source. Thirdly, a vibration transfer path control is built to 

change the dynamic properties during the engine start-stop process. The results show 

that the proposed methods can reduce the longitudinal acceleration amplitude of the 

vehicle to less than 0.4m/s2, which is only about 30% of the uncontrolled system, 

during the engine start process. While in the engine stop process, the longitudinal 

acceleration amplitude of the vehicle is reduced to less than 0.3m/s2, and the vibration 

amplitude is only about 20% of the unchanged system. The established methods are 

effective for suppressing the vehicle vibration and controlling the energy during the 

modes switching. 

Keywords: Energy control, Modes switching, Hybrid vehicle, Two-motor, Vibration 

control.

1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation and challenge

Due to the depletion of fossil resources and air pollution, many countries have 
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implemented new standards to restrict vehicles emissions. With their superior 

emissions and fuel economy performance, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are an 

effective and common solution to these issues[1-4]. Accordingly, many manufacturers 

have researched HEV systems and have improved the fuel economy of their 

vehicles[5-7].

However, in order to achieve better fuel consumption, the hybrid vehicle control 

system often makes the engine shut down and restart during the switching of hybrid 

driving mode and pure electric driving mode, leading to serious vibration issues[8-12]. 

While passengers and drivers are accustomed to conventional vehicle engine shut off 

(only by turning the ignition key off), hybrid engine start-stop events can be 

unpredictable, and startling to the driver and passengers. Therefore, generating a 

smooth transition between the pure electric drive mode and the hybrid driving mode is 

important, and it is essential to research the transient dynamic behavior of the mode 

switching and proposed effective measures to suppress the vehicle vibration.

1.2 Literature review

Many researchers have studied vehicle dynamic characteristics during the start and 

stop processes of the engine. Yoshiaki et al.[1] proposed a motor control method to 

suppress vibration in the Toyota hybrid vehicle during the engine start-stop and rapid 

acceleration/deceleration processes. In their research, they designed two controllers to 

reduce the vehicle vibration. The first controller corresponds to the engine torque 

ripple, and the second controller relates to the torsional vibration of the driveline. 

Kuang et al. [13] investigated the engine start-stop noise and vibration problems in a 

power-split powertrain. They analyzed the root cause of NVH (Noise, Vibration, and 

Harshness) problems and proposed measures to resolve them. Affi et al. [14] 

researched the noise and vibration during the engine restart process. Permanently 

engaged starters and high power starters were proposed and tested to optimize the 

noise level. Guo et al.[15] established a subjective evaluation to diagnose an electric 

vehicle. They analyzed the interior noise level of the seat track and steering wheel, 

and measures were chosen to resolve the noise issues. Chen et al. [16] established a 

pulse cancellation algorithm to suppress the desired vibration and smooth ripples of 
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engine speed during the start-stop process. The simulations showed that the motors 

can provide torque to suppress the ripple torque with the impletion of the algorithm. 

Liu et al.[17] tested the vibrations of the driver’s seat and evaluated them during the 

engine start. A full-vehicle dynamic model was built to research the countermeasures 

to reduce the unwanted longitudinal vibration. The research showed that the optimal 

initial crank angle, the stiffness of damper, and start-up time are limited in their ability 

to suppress the vehicle vibration. Dinh et al.[18] established a simple model to 

analyze the engine start-stop transient dynamics of a micro/mild hybrid powertrain. 

They designed a model-based adaptive controller for the engine to crank quickly and 

smoothly to eliminate the noise, vibration and harshness. The effectiveness of the 

model and the control approaches were validated by numerical simulations. 

1.3 Original contributions

The suppression of vibrations during the engine start-stop process is essential for a 

power-split hybrid vehicle. The primary objective of this study is to build a co-

simulation model and propose effective methods to reduce vibration during the engine 

starting and stopping phase. There are three original contributions that clearly 

distinguish this research from the aforementioned studies:

First, a novel dynamic model that is suitable for a power-split hybrid electric 

vehicle is developed to capture the dynamic properties. The accuracy of this model is 

verified by a mathematical model of the hybrid powertrain. Based on this dynamic 

model, a co-simulation ADAMS and MATLAB/SIMULINK model is built to 

research the dynamic characteristics of the hybrid vehicle during the engine start-stop 

process.

Second, to prevent engine ripple torque from being transmitted to the hybrid 

powertrain, an electric motors compensation control method is proposed to 

compensate the vibration source, which is caused by the compression reaction force 

and the pumping pressure of the cylinder. 

Third, based on a verified and simplified mathematical model of the hybrid 

powertrain, a vibration transfer path control is built to change the dynamic properties 

during the engine start-stop process. The research results show that the proposed 
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methods are effective ways to suppress the vehicle vibration during mode switches. 

1.4 Overview

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The structure of the dual-motor 

power-split hybrid powertrain is described in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the co-

simulation ADAMS and MATLAB/SIMULINK model. In Section 4, two motor 

control methods are discussed to explore the transient dynamic characteristics of 

engine start-stop, and the simulation results are provided. Finally, key conclusions are 

summarized in Section 5.

2. Structure of the dual-motor hybrid system

The full hybrid system[19,20], researched in this paper, is a complicated 

electromechanical coupling system, as illustrated in Fig.1. This full hybrid electric 

vehicle is composed of an internal combustion engine, a torsional damper, a 

compound planetary gear set, electric motors MG1 and MG2, a reducer, a differential, 

half shafts, and wheels. The compound planetary gear set, as shown in the right part 

of Fig.1, is comprised of a ring, a carrier, a small sun gear, a large sun gear, three 

short planets, and three long planets. The engine is a 4-cylinder with the displacement 

of 1.8 L, the rated power of 93KW, and the maximum speed of 5700rpm. The rated 

power of MG1 is 42KW, and its maximum speed is 8500rpm, while the rated power 

of MG2 is 57 KW, and its maximum speed is 8500rpm. The four shafts of the 

planetary gear set are connected to the engine, MG1, MG2 and output shaft, 

respectively. The speed of engine is independent from the speed of vehicle. By 

controlling the rotational speed and torque of the electric motors, the engine can work 

in the optimal working condition in the hybrid driving mode. Moreover, the 

continuous various speeds and fuel economy can be achieved and the driving force is 

guaranteed as well. 
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Fig.1 Schematic of the dual motors hybrid electric vehicle.

3. Dynamic modeling and verification of the hybrid system

3.1 Dynamic modeling of hybrid vehicle

To investigate the torsional vibration characteristics of the hybrid vehicle, it is 

important to establish the dynamic model of the hybrid vehicle[21]. The simplified 

engine model includes the cranks, connecting rods, flywheel, pistons, and cylinders. 

Fig.2 shows the dynamic models of the planetary gear set.

  
        

Fig. 2 Dynamic models of planetary gears.

There are two ways to transmit the torsional vibration from engine to vehicle body. 

One is the transmission system, and the other one is the engine mounts. In order to 

analyze the dynamic properties of the vehicle during the engine start-stop, the engine 

mounts system must be modeled. Table 1 shows the mass and rotational inertia of the 

powertrain, and Table 2 shows the stiffness of the engine mounts.
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Table 1 Mass and rotational inertia of powertrain
Parameters M(kg) Jxx (kg·m2) Jyy(kg·m2) Jzz(kg·m2)

Value 195.7 14.42 5.911 12.414

Table 2 Mounting component’s Stiffness
Static stiffness (N/mm) Dynamic stiffness(N/mm)

Mount point
ui vi wi ui vi wi

Top-right point 130 130 177 169 169 230
Top-left point 104 86 271 135 112 352

Front point 202 48 41 263 62 53
Back Point 202 48 41 263 62 53

In this paper, the front suspension is Macpherson suspension and the rear 

suspension is the Double-wishbone suspension[22]. The Macpherson suspension 

includes the lower control arm, steering tie rod, steering knuckle assembly, wheel 

assembly and shock absorber. 

Fig.3 shows the full vehicle model of the hybrid system, which includes the engine, 

transmission system, engine mounting system, suspension system and the vehicle 

body.

Fig. 3 Full vehicle model in ADAMS.

3.2 Verification of the dynamic model
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In order to verify the dynamic model, a 13 degree-of-freedom mathematical model 

of the hybrid system is built. 

The imbalance force and torque fluctuation are the main excitation force of the 

powertrain. Therefore, when building the vehicle body model, the other directions can 

be simplified. A 13 degree of freedom model is shown in Fig.7, which contains the 

vehicle (3 DOF), suspension system(4 DOF) and powertrain (6 DOF).

x

z

y

zb

θxb θyb

zu1 zu4
zu3

zu2

θx

θz

θy

Fig. 4 13DOFs vehicle multi-body dynamics model.

the 13 degree of freedoms can be written as

 (1) 1 2 3
Tx x x x

where the generalized coordinates of the powertrain are described as

 (2)1

T

x y zx x y z      

 (3)2

T

b xb ybx z     

where x2 is the generalized coordinates of the vehicle body, the generalized 

coordinates of the unsprung weight can be written as

 (4) 3 1 2 3 4
T

u u u ux z z z z

According to the Lagrange equation, the dynamic equation of the system can be 

shown as

 (5)' ' ' 'M x C x K x F   

the mass matrix of the vehicle can be written as
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 (6)
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0 0
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the system damping matrix can be shown as

 (7)
11 12

21 22 23

32 33

0
'

0

c c
C c c c

c c

 
   
  

the system stiffness matrix can be descripted as

 (8)
11 12

21 22 23

32 33

0
'

0

k k
K k k k

k k

 
   
  

Regardless of the road excitation, the external force of the vehicle is the excitation 

force of the powertrain. For the four-cylinder engine, the main excitation force is the 

second-order reciprocating inertial force of the piston and the reciprocating mass and 

the harmonic fluctuation of the crankshaft torque.

 (9)13 1' [ 0 0 0]T
x z x y zF F F M M M  

Table 3 shows the natural frequencies of the 13 degrees of freedom mathematical 

model. The first three modes are the roll, vertical and pitch of the vehicle body. The 

fourth to the eighth and the eleventh modes are the modes of six degrees of freedom 

of the engine. The ninth and tenth orders are the modes of the front wheels, and the 

twelfth and thirteenth are the wheel modes.
Table 3 Natural frequency of 13 DOFs vehicle model

Modes 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th
Frequency 1.2 1.6 3.3 7.3 8.8 9.7 10.5 

Mode shape Rolling Vertical Pitch X Z RZZ Y 
Mode 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th

Frequency 13.3 13.7 13.8 14.3 18.0 18.3 
Mode shape RXX Front left 

wheel 
Front right 

wheel 
RYY Rear right 

wheel 
Rea left 
wheel 

To verify the accuracy of the built dynamic vehicle model, the dynamic response is 

carried out. When the driving mode of hybrid vehicle is switched from pure electric 

mode to hybrid mode, the motors drag the engine to the idle speed (1000rpm), and the 
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engine is ignited. Therefore, 1000 rpm is chose to validate the dynamic model.  

Moreover, 1400 rpm is chose to verify the model because the engine often charges the 

battery at this speed. The vertical vibration of the vehicle at 1000rpm and 1400rpm is 

transformed with Fourier to obtain the resonant frequency, which is compared with 

the 13 degrees of freedom mathematical model.

Fig.5 shows the Fourier transform of the vertical acceleration response of the 

engine at 1000rpm. Table 4 summarizes the resonance frequencies and also gives the 

error compared with the 13 degrees of freedom. As shown in Table 4, the first six 

frequencies correspond to the powertrain. When the engine speed is 1000rpm, the 

excitation frequency is 32Hz. Accordingly, the first, second and fourth order 

excitation frequencies are 16Hz, 32Hz and 64Hz. Therefore, the last frequencies are 

the first, second and fourth order of excitation.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2
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Frequency (Hz)

bo
x acc

y|

Fig. 5 FFT for the vibration of engine’s z origination at 1000rpm.

Table 4 Resonant frequency of the vehicle at engine speed of 1000rpm
Frequency 7.422 9.18 10.16 11.13 13.67 14.26 16.99 33.98 67.97 

Mode 
shape 

X Z RZZ Y RXX RYY First 
order 

Second 
order 

Forth 
order 

Error 1.8% 4.2% 4.7% 5.6% 3.0% 0.2% 6.2% 6.2% 6.2%

Fig.6 shows the Fourier transform of the vertical acceleration response of the 

engine at 1400rpm. Table 5 summarized the resonance frequencies and also gave the 
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error compared with the 13 degrees of freedom. Also, the first six frequencies 

correspond the powertrain, and the last frequencies are the first, second and fourth 

order of excitation. 
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Fig. 6 FFT for the vibration of engine’s z origination at 1400rpm.

Table 5 Resonant frequency of the vehicle at engine speed of 1400rpm
Frequency 7.422 9.18 10.16 11.13 13.67 14.45 23.24 46.09 91.19 

Mode 
shape 

X Z RZZ Y RXX RYY First 
order 

Second 
order 

Forth 
order 

Error 1.8% 4.2% 4.7% 5.6% 3.0% 1.1% 3.8% 2.9% 1.8%

For the two conditions of 1000rpm and 1400rpm, the first six frequencies are 

almost the same, which are the resonant frequencies excited by the engine. The latter 

three frequencies are the first, second and fourth order of excitation. The first 

frequency at 1000rpm is 16Hz, and the first frequency at 1400Hz is 22.4 Hz. 

Compared with the natural frequencies of 13 degrees of freedom (as shown in 

Table.3), it can be concluded that the dynamic model established by ADAMS can 

capture the main characteristics of the vehicle.

4. Vibration control of engine start-stop

4.1 Co-simulation of ADAMS and MATLAB/Simulink

4.1.1 Modeling of the control system

According to the connection of the compound planetary gear components, the 
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speed relationship of the different components can be expressed as

        (10)02 1 01 2

02 01

S S
PC

i n i nn
i i






 (11)02 1 01 2

1 2

(1 i ) n (1 i ) nS S
Rn

i i
  




where  is the speed of planetary carrier；  is the speed of ring gear；  is the pcn Rn 1sn

speed of small sun gear；  is the speed of big sun gear；  is the gear ratio 2sn 01i

between the ring gear and small sun gear；  is the gear ratio between the ring and 02i

big sun gear.

According to Eq.(10) and Eq.(11), the speed of the carrier is independent of the 

speed of the output shaft. Therefore, in the transmission control, by controlling the 

rotational speed and torque of the electric motors, the continuous various speed of the 

hybrid system can be realized. 

 The dynamic equations of the planetary gear set can be written as

 (12)

1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

E S S S

E S S S

Engin PC PC PC

L R R R

T J T
T J T
T J T

T J T








  

  

  

   

The torque balance equation of the power-split system can be depicted as 

 (13)1 2

1 01 2 02

0
0

PC S S R

R S S

T T T T
T T i T i

   
    

The acceleration coordinate equations of the compound planetary gear set are 

expressed as

 (14)1 01 01

2 02 02

(1 )
(1 )

S R PC

S R PC

i i
i i

  
  

    
    

where and are the torque of Electric Motor 1 and Electric Motor 2, 1ET 2ET

respectively;  is the torque of engine; is the torque of carrier and is the ET PCT LT

torque of output shaft. It can be concluded from Eq.(14) that the torque of the engine 

is also independent of the torque of the output shaft. Therefore, the torque of the 
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output shaft can be controlled by the coordinating control of the torque of E1 and E2.

According to the aforementioned Equations, the system equation can be given as 

follows

 (15)

11

22

1

2

01 02

1 01 01

2 02

01 0 1 0 0 0 0
00 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

00 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
00 0 0 1 0 0

(1 )0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

ES

ES

S L R R

S Engin PC PC

PC

R

S R PC

S R

TJ
TJ
T T J
T T J
T
Ti i

i i
i




  
  

    
      
   
  

      
  
  
    
          02(1 )PC i

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

where ， ， ， ， ，and  are known;  and can be calculated 01i 02i 1SJ 2SJ RJ PCJ EnginT LT

by ADAMS, and are the control variable. Accordingly, and will be R PC 1ST 2ST

carried out, and a planetary torque distribution system can be established. Combined 

with the vehicle model, a co-simulation model can be built.

4.1.2 Simulation of engine start

Fig.7 shows the engine speed during engine start. The engine starting process can 

be divided into two stages cranking and ignition[1,23]. During the cranking period, 

pumping resistance and inertial resistance are the main sources of excitation. After 

ignition, the combustion torque of the engine is much larger than the resistance 

torque, and the combustion torque is the main source of exciting force.

Fig.7 shows that the engine has obvious speed fluctuation during the cranking 

process. However, after ignition, the engine speed is relatively stable.
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Fig. 7 Crankshaft speed at engine starting stage.

Fig.8 shows the vehicle body acceleration during the cranking process of engine 

starting. As shown in Fig.8, the fluctuation of the body acceleration occurs during the 

cranking process, and the maximum acceleration is 1.2m/s2, which greatly impacts 

ride comfort, giving drivers a strong sense of insecurity. After the engine is ignited, 

the vibration of the vehicle is much smaller, and the acceleration amplitude is within 

0.3m/s2, which is in the acceptable range of the driver.
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Fig. 8 Longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle at engine starting stage.

4.1.3 Simulation of the engine stop

For hybrid vehicles, switching driving modes leads to frequent starting and 

stopping of the engine. The engine stopping process also brings unbalanced torque, 

leading to vibration of the vehicle.

Fig.9 shows the engine speed during the engine stop process. It can be concluded 
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from Fig.9 that the engine speed is affected by the frictional resistance and finally 

stops after reaching 0. In this process, the rotational speed of the engine fluctuates, 

and the rotational speed fluctuates the most at around 400rpm.
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Fig. 9 Crankshaft speed at engine stopping stage.
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Fig. 10 Longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle at engine stopping stage.

Fig.10 depicts the vehicle acceleration during the engine stop. It can be seen from 

Fig.11 that while the engine speed decrease, the unbalanced torque is transmitted to 

the body via the powertrain, which affects the ride comfort of the vehicle body. 

During this process, the peak acceleration of the vehicle body is 1.3m/s2，which has 

an adverse effect on the ride comfort. Moreover, the engine stops frequently during its 

running, and these vibrations have a great influence on the driver.

4.2 The compensate torque of the engine

As noted previously, the vehicle has the largest vibration amplitude when the 

engine is not ignited. The pump resistance, inertial resistance, and the frictional 

resistance bring torque fluctuations, resulting in vehicle impact. Therefore, it is 
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necessary to calculate the resistance of the engine.

Fig.11 shows the resistance torque of the engine and that there is rapid change near 

the top dead center (TDC) of the four strokes. This periodical changing torque acts on 

the flywheel and will lead the vibration of the hybrid powertrain. Therefore, if the 

unbalanced torque can be compensated by the control of the motor during the start-

stop process, the vibration can be solved from the source.
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Fig. 11 Engine Torque Ripple.

4.2.1 The compensation of unbalanced engine torque 

In the hybrid vehicle, the engine is powered by coordinated control of two motors, 

and the torques of two motors are distributed according to Eq.(15). The torque 

compensation is designed to prevent the unbalanced torque of the engine from 

reaching the vehicle body. Torque of engine includes steady term  and ripple _E countT

term .ET

 (16)_Engin E count ET T T  

To suppress the ripple torque of the engine, additional torques are applied to the small 

and large motors respectively to realize the compensation control. The torques of 

motor 1 and motor 2 are expressed as

 (17)1 1_ 1E E ref ET T T  

 (18)2 2 _ 2E E ref ET T T  
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where and  are the compensate torque of motor 1 and motor 2 which are 1_E refT 2 _E refT

calculated from the steady term of engine torque.

According to the Eq.(12) to Eq.(14), the compensation torque and  can be 1ET 2ET

given as follows

                                                                 01 02 02 02
1 01 1 01 1

01 02 01 02 01 02 02 01

1 1( ) [ (1 ) ]E E R R s R pc s pc
i i i iT T T J i J J i J

i i i i i i i i
  

        
   

(19)

01 01 01 01
2 02 2 02 2

01 02 01 02 01 02 01 02

1 1( ) [ (1 ) ]E E R s R R pc s pc
i i i iT T T i J J J i J

i i i i i i i i
  

         
   

                                                                (20)

4.2.2 Study of engine torque compensation during engine start

Substituting the unbalanced torque of the engine into Eq.(19) and Eq.(20), the ET

compensation torque of two motors can be obtained, respectively. Fig.12 shows the 

comparisons of motor 1 torque before and after the unbalanced torque compensation. 

Fig.13 shows the comparisons of motor 2 torque before and after the unbalanced 

torque compensation. The red line is the motor’s torque after compensation and the 

black line is before compensation.
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Fig. 12 Torque and compensate of E1.
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Fig. 13 Torque and compensate of E2.

Fig.14 shows the speed of the engine during the start process before and after 

unbalanced torque compensation. The red line is the engine speed after compensation 

and the black line is before compensation. As shown in Fig.14, some unbalanced 

torque is compensated by motor torque control, and the speed of engine is smoother 

during the start process. However, some torque fluctuations still exist and impacts the 

vehicle body.

Fig.15 shows the comparisons of the longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle body 

before and after unbalanced torque compensation. As shown in Fig.15, the 

longitudinal vibration of the vehicle is successfully reduced with the the unbalanced 

torque of the engine compensation. Moreover, the acceleration fluctuation amplitude 

is reduced to less than 0.7m/s2, which means that the vehicle vibration is reduced by 

40% compared to the uncontrolled manner.
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Fig. 14 Engine speed at the starting stage with engine torque compensate.
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Fig. 15 Longitudinal acceleration of vehicle at the starting stage with engine torque compensate.

4.2.3 Simulation of engine stop process

Fig.16 shows the speed of the engine during the stop process before and after the 

unbalanced torque compensation. It can be seen from Fig.16 that the fluctuation of the 

engine speed is obviously reduced with the unbalanced torque of the engine 

compensation during the engine stop process. 

Fig.17 shows the comparisons of the vehicle body’s longitudinal acceleration 

before and after unbalanced torque compensation during the engine stop process. As 

shown in Fig.17, the longitudinal vibration of the vehicle is successfully reduced with 

the unbalanced torque of the engine compensation, and the acceleration fluctuation 

amplitude is reduced to less than 0.5m/s2, which means that the vehicle vibration is 

reduced by 60% compared to the uncontrolled manner.

The unbalanced torque compensation control of the engine is more effective in the 

engine stopping process compared to the engine starting process. The unbalanced 

torque during the starting and stopping process is equivalent to the sweep signal. The 

slower the signal passes through the resonance point in the powertrain, the greater the 

resonance it excites. As the engine stop time is shorter than the engine start cranking 

time, the vibration induced by the engine stop process is greater than those during the 

engine start process. After the torque compensation, the vibrations are better 

suppressed during the stop process than the start process.
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Fig. 16 Engine speed at stopping stage with engine torque compensate
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Fig.17 Longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle at stopping stage with engine torque compensate

4.3 Study of vibration transfer path control

4.3.1 Simplification of the hybrid powertrain

The main low natural frequencies of the hybrid system are related to the torsional 

damper, half-axles, and tires. Moreover, the large torsional stiffness, such as gear 

meshing, can be simplified to rigid transmission. Therefore, the hybrid system can be 

approximated by a spring model, where the torsional damper, half-axles, and tires are 

simplified as torsional springs, as shown in Fig.18. 
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Fig. 18 Simplified Model of Transmission

where J is Inertia moment, k is spring constant, c is damping value, τis torque, ηis 

the deceleration ratio, e is engine, Dp is torsional damper, Pc is carrier, S1 is MG 1, 

S2 is MG2, R is the ring gear, Rd is the reduction gear, Ds is the drive shaft, Ti is the 

tire, Bd is the vehicle body. 

In order to change the dynamic properties of the hybrid powertrain, a two-mass 

simplified model is established to design the controller[20,24], as shown in Fig.19. In 

the two-mass model, the big sun gear, small sun gear, ring gear and reducer are 

simplified to the differential. In addition, the tire and vehicle body are simplified to a 

mass.

Fig. 19 Two mass model of transmission

where Jd is the equivalent inertia of compound planetary gear set, reducer and 
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differential, which can be written as

 (21)2 2 2 2
01 1 02 2( ) ( )d S S R Rd RdJ i J i J J J          

where  is the transmission ratio between the small sun gear and ring gear,  is the 01i 02i

transmission ratio between the big sun gear and ring,  is the transmission ratio 

between the ring and wheel,  is the final deceleration ratio, and  is the inertia of Rd J

component.  is the inertia of wheel and body.bJ

 (22)b Bd TiJ J J 

 is the equivalent stiffness of the drive shaft and tirebk

 (23)1 1 1

b Ds Tik k k
 

 is the equivalent damping of the drive shaft and tirebc

 (24)1 1 1

b Ds Tic c c
 

 is the equivalent torque of differential,  is the angular displacement of T d

differential, and  is the angular displacement of the vehicle body.b

4.3.2 Closed-loop control of the two-mass system

The unbalanced torque compensation control of the engine is used to suppress the 

vehicle vibration from the perspective of the excitation source. However, there are 

some torque fluctuations still transmitted to the hybrid powertrain. Therefore, based 

on the control of excitation source, the transmission path of torsional vibration should 

also be considered to suppress the vibration. 

Fig.19 shows the two-mass model of the hybrid powertrain, and its dynamic 

equation can be written as

 (25)

2

2

2

2

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 0

d
d b d b b d b

b
b b d b b d b

dJ c k T
dt

dJ c k
dt
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where  is the equivalent torque of differential,  is the angular displacement of T d

differential, and  is the angular displacement of the vehicle body.b

To establish the state space expression of the system, the state variables must be 

selected first, and those state variables should be sufficient to fully represent the 

minimum number of system motion states. For the Equation 25, can be taken d b 

as a state variable. Accordingly, ,  and are taken as the state 1 dx  
2 bx  

3 d bx   

variables. The state space expression can be written as

 (26)x Ax BT 

where， ， .

1 1 0

b b b

d d d

b b b

b b b

c c k
J J J

c c kA
J J J

   
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

1 0 0
T

d

B
J

 
  

 

In order to analyze whether the input variables of the system can fully control the 

system state and arbitrarily control it from one state to another, it is necessary to 

determine the controllability of the system. Based on the controllability discriminant 

matrix, the necessary and sufficient condition for full control is the full rank 

controllability discriminant matrix.

 (27)2M B AB A B   

namely

 (28)2rankM rank B AB A B n   

as , Therefore, the system can be fully controlled.2 3rank B AB A B   

setting the system output variable is , which can be expressed asdy  

 (29)y Cx

where . 1 0 0C 

Therefore, after the Laplace transformation, the transfer function of the system can be 

expressed as
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 (30)

2

1

2
( ) ( ) 1 1 1 1( ( ) ( ))

b b

d d b d b

b b
d b d b

c ks s
J J J J JG s C SI A B

s s c s k
J J J J



 
  

   

Fig.20 shows the Bode diagram of the system transfer function. It can be concluded 

from Fig.20 that the resonance peak is 5.44Hz.
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Fig. 20 Bode diagram for the transfer function

In order to reduce the amplitude of the resonant peak, the feedback is introduced and 

given as follows

 (31)( )d bT f     

the input variable after feedback can be written as

 (32)' ( )R bT T T T f        

Substituting it into Eq.(26), the closed-loop status space is expressed as follows

 (33)'x A x BT 
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where

1 1 0

b b b

d d d d d

b b b

b b b

c c kf f
J J J J J

c c kA
J J J

     
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

the transfer function can be written as

 (34)

2

1

2
'( ) ( ') 1 1 1 1( ( ) ( ))

b b

d d b d b

b b
d b d d b

c ks s
J J J J JG s C SI A B fs s c s k

J J J J J



 
  

    

Fig.21 shows the closed-loop Bode diagram of the system. It can be seen from 

Fig.21 that the feedback control can be used to reduce the resonance peak of the 

system.
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Fig. 21 Bode diagram for the closed loop transfer function

4.3.3 Selection of loop gain

Through the closed-loop feedback control, the resonance peak of the system can be 

reduced. However, the two-mass powertrain must be dynamic, i.e. when the power-

split gives a torque, the system should output the acceleration response accurately and 

on time.
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Eq.(34) shows the transfer function between acceleration and torque, which is 

given as follows

 (35)

2

2

( )( ) ( ) 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( )

b b

d d b d b

b b
d b d d b

c ks s
J J J J JsG s sG s fT s s c s k

J J J J J




 
  

    

As shown in Eq.(35), the acceleration response transfer function is a second-order 

system.

The transient response properties of the closed-loop control system are determined 

by the closed-loop poles. Fig.22 shows the root trajectory of the acceleration response 

transfer function. It can be concluded from Fig.22 that when the gain f is 0, the two 

poles of the system are two conjugate complex roots close to the imaginary axis. As 

the gain f increases, the two poles gradually move away from the imaginary axis and 

move toward the real axis and finally form a pair of double roots on the real axis. As 

the gain f increases further, one pole moves toward infinity and the other moves 

toward the original point.
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Fig. 22 Root locus of the system

The overshoot , adjustment times and steady state errors are used to describe the pM
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characteristics of the control system. Fig.23 and Fig.24 show the overshoot and 

adjustment of the two-order control system. It can be seen that the closer the Mp line 

is to the real axis, the smaller the overshoot is; and the farther away the imaginary 

axis is from the Ts, the smaller the adjustment time. In order to restrict the overshoot 

 and reduce the adjustment time, the dominant pole should be closer to the real pM

axis and further away from the imaginary axis. After the optimal design of overshoot 

and adjustment time, the transient responses of the system accelerations meet the 

design requirements
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Fig. 24 Root locus Contour lines of ts

4.3.4 Closed-loop simulation of engine start

In the control step, the feedback amount is fed back to the equivalent torque of T

the differential, and this torque needs to be provided by the motors. The equivalent 

torque on the ring gear can be calculated as:

 (36)R
TT




where  is the final ratio, accordingly, the torque will be distributed to the two 

motors coordinately.

Fig.25 and Fig.26 show the engine speed and vehicle acceleration under closed-

loop control during the engine start process, respectively. As shown in Fig.25 and 

Fig.26, the engine speed is more stable in the closed-loop system. Moreover, the 

longitudinal acceleration amplitude of the vehicle is reduced to less than 0.4m/s2, and 

the vibration amplitude is only about 30% of the uncontrolled system, which is within 

the acceptable range of the driver.
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Fig. 25 Engine speed at the starting stage of the closed loop
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Fig. 26 Longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle at the starting stage of the closed loop

4.3.5 Closed-loop simulation of engine stop process

Fig.27 and Fig.28 show the engine speed and vehicle acceleration, respectively, 

under closed-loop control during the engine stop process. As shown form Fig.27 and 

Fig.28, the engine speed is more stable in the closed-loop system. Moreover, the 

longitudinal acceleration amplitude of the vehicle is reduced to less than 0.3m/s2, and 

the vibration amplitude is only about 20% of the uncontrolled system, which is within 

the acceptable range of the driver.
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Fig. 27 Engine speed at stopping stage of the closed loop
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Fig. 28 Longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle at the stopping stage of the closed loop

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a co-simulation ADAMS and MATLAB/SIMULINK model was built 

to study the dynamic characteristics of a dual-motor hybrid vehicle during the engine 

start-stop process. 

The dynamic equations of this hybrid powertrain were established to control the 

output torques of the engine and planetary gear set. Based on the so-simulation model 

and the dynamic equations, the unbalanced torque compensation control of the engine 

and the torsional vibration control of the powertrain were proposed to suppress the 

vibration of the vehicle when switching driving modes. The results demonstrated that 

two methods, vibration source control and vibration transfer path control, were 

effective to suppress the vehicle vibration during the modes switching. This paper is a 

useful reference for suppressing engine start-stop vibration.
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1. A co-simulation ADAMS and MATLAB/SIMULINK model of a dual-motor is 

built and verified.

2. A torque compensation control method is established to compensate the vibration 

energy source. 

3. A vibration transfer path control is built to suppress the vibration during the engine 

start-stop process.

4. The proposed methods are effective for suppressing the vehicle vibration and 

during the modes switching.


